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The report summarizes the findings of the research on the
susceptibility of reinforced concrete slabs of beam-slab type highway
bridges to shear punch failure due to the wheel loads. The investiga-
tion reaffirms the assumptions made in the development of the analysis
scheme to predict the overload response of the above mentioned bridges
("The Inelastic Analysis of Beam-Slab Highway Bridge Superstructures,"
by W. S. Peterson and C. N. Kostem, Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report
No. 378B.5, Lehigh University, 1975).
The inv~stigation included a review of literature on shear
punching of bridge decks due to patch loads, and five parametric investi-
gations covering a wide range of deck slab and wheel loading configura-
tions. The patch loads considered correspond to the wheel loadings of
trucks and the dollies of special vehicles.
It has been conclusively found that the bridge decks will not
undergo shear punch failure due to the single or tanpem wheels of over-
load vehicles. The mode of failure is essentially due to the flexural
behavior.
to the s~rface of the cone, excluding the top and the b,ottom surfaces,
exceed a give~ultimate tensile stress level.
1.1 Assumptions Made in the Overload Analysis of Bridges
As required in any analytical investigation certain assumptions
were to be made in the development of the scheme to predict the overload
response of the bridge superstructures. A detailed description of the
assumptions made and their implications have been described in Reference 10.
All assumptions, if 'they had limiting characteristics, were cited accordingly.
Furthermore the assumptions that are representative of the actual physical
phenomenon, which had been verified by previous experimental and analytical
investigations, were also elucidated (Ref. 10).
The assumption of prime importance dealt with the mode of inelastic
response of the bridge superstructure. It was assumed that the main source
of the initiation as well as the propagation of the inelastic behavior,
and eventually the damage, of the superstructure was due to the bending of
the deck slab and the beams. The accuracy of this assumption has been
demonstrated in five comparative case studies. These bridges were fi-eld
tested elsewhere and reported in the literature. Their overload response
and the type of damage were analytically predicted through the tools
developed in the parent research program (Ref. 10). The comparisons for




A limited number of beam-slab highway bridges were field tested,
under simulated design loads, to define lateral load distribution and slab
behavior (Ref. 14). It was noted that when the wheels of the test vehicle
are near, and especially on, the location of the slab that has been instru-
mented, through the use of electrical resistance strain gages, there are
marked peaks in the slab strain. Some researchers have felt that this may
be due in part to the possible trend towards the development of "quasi-
shear-punch-cone," and in part due to the local effects produced by the
wheel load. It was further believed by some that in the case of the over-
load vehicles, the shear stresses will increase due to the increase in
vehiclular weight and the deck slab will fail through the formation of the
"shear punching" rather than the flexural overstressing, or possibly both.
The inclusion of the provisions into the developed analysis
scheme that will account for the possibility of shear punching for various
levels of nonlinearity and the progression of the damage to the bridge
superstructure would require major changes (Ref. 14). The changes, if
required, would make the developed analysis scheme so unmanageable that
it may be less expensive to have the overload vehicle traverse the bridge
and either partially or totally damage the superstructure and have the
bridge replaced; rather then prior to the traverse of the vehicle predict
the possible damage and either issue or deny the overload permit through
the use of the developed analysis scheme. The extraordinary increase in
the cost of the prediction of the overload response of the bridge super-
structure via an analysis scheme which will inherently include the shear
punching as compared to the already developed methodology (Ref., 10) is due
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to the basic classification of the elasti~ity problem. The prediction
analysis with shear punching l~ads to inelastic analysis of three dimen-
sional solids with highly irregular geometry, i.e. bridge superstructures.
Problems of this complexity have .~ been attempted as yet. The prediction
analysis without shear punching leads to the inelastic analysis of plates,
i.e. bridge deck, and beams, which has already been accomplished by the
researcher (Ref. 10). However, if the overload vehicles can induce shear
punch failure in the bridge deck slab, then the predictions made for the
possible damage to the bridge would be totally incorrect. A situation as
such would dictate the activation of certain provisions either in the analysis
scheme, with or without some gross approximations and consequently with loss
of reliability in the results, or the initiation of further research in the
control of shear punch failure. All possible alternatives would have led to
major investments of funds and time to handle the shear punch problem as far
as the overloading of bridge decks is concerned.
It has been decided that rather then undertake a major research
on the shear punching, efforts should concentrate on (1) 'identifying the
shear punch failures reported in the literature and relating them to over-
load vehicles, (2) through simple models, defining the load levels and the
size of the patch load area that will induce the shear punch, (3) through
analytical studies relating the maximum shear and ten~ile stresses in the
deck slab that are related to shear punching to. the maximum tensile and
compressive stresses that are related to the cracking or crushing of the
concrete due to flexure in order to find out whether the shear punch
failure occurs prior to the flexural damage, and finally (4) trying to
interpret the source of the high strains recorded in the field testing of
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the bridges. If the results of the above sub-investigations indicate that
the required loading configuration to induce shear punch failure is much in
excess of the loading that will induce substantial damage to the deck slab,
then no further consideration should be given to the problem area of
shear punching of the deck as far as the overloading of highway bridges
is concerned (Ref. 6).
1.3 Literature Survey
An extensive literature survey carried out 'on the general problem
area of shear punching has indicated that with very few exceptions the
attention has always been focused on the building systems, that is, the
punching of the floor slab by the column. To a lesser extent, research
was also carried out on shear punching of slab bridges by supporting columns.
Mode of interaction of the floor slab with the column does not resemble
the overloading of the bridge deck slab by the wheels of the vehicle.
Therefore the findings are not pertinent to the problem on hand and thus
a review of the literature will not be undertaken in this report. However,
to visualize the major differences between column-floor slab versus bridge
deck slab-wheel load it may be helpful to study some of the work on floor
systems (Refs. 1 and 5). The development of the failure mechanism in
column-floor slab systems is -totally different from that of the"bridge deck.
The amount of force and moments to be transmitted are substantially higher
than the wheel loads, and the column cross-sectional areas are smaller, in
most cases, than the tire print area. Furthermore, it can be clearly
visualized that the wheel loads, as transmitted to the bridge deck slab
through the tire print, will cause only pressure normal to the top surface
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of the slab. Thus the uniaxial or biaxia~ moments applied via columns, as
had been done in some research programs, will not be a problem of concern
for the bridges.
The reported research that may have some bearing on shear punch
of the bridge decks can be grouped into three main sources: (1) The
research at Portland Cement Association Labbratories in Skokie, Illinois
(Refs. 7 and 8), and (2) the research carried out in Cement and Concrete
Association and the Building Research Station in England (Refs. 9 and 13),
and (3) recently completed research in Queen's University in Canada (Refs.
Z and 3).
The tests conducted at Portland Cement Association Laboratories
employed a tire pr~nt composed of two half circles and a re'c tangular con-
necting section, as shown in Figure 3 (Ref. 7). The bridge model was a
scaled down version of a typical ,superstructure that can be encountered in
practice. In order to induce punching shear failure, depending upon the
size of the contact area, "wheel loads" of 15-30 kips had. to be applied.
Considering the scale factor involved, as explained in Reference 7, this
would correspond to wheel loads of 60-120 kips. Needless to say this is
substantially in excess of the wheel loads encountered in practice.
The experimental studies carried out at Building Research Station
in England also employed scaled down models (Ref. 13). The results of this
researc,h, which need not be duplicated here, also revealed that in order to
develop shear punch failure, a substantial amount of load needs to be
applied over a very small area. These results indicated that, at least for
the bridge configurations considered, failure of the deck slab is due to
flexure.
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After completion of the researc~ reported in Chapter 2 of this
report, two new papers appeared in the technical journals which deal with
the slab shear strength and more specifically the shear punching (Refs. 2
and 3). The experiments carried out have indicated that for an orthotrop-
ically reinforced bridge deck slab there is a factor of safety of approximately
22 against the punching shear failure as compared to the design wheel load
(Ref. 2). If an impact factor of 0.3 is applied to the wheel load, then
the factor of safety is reduced to 17. In view of the factor of safety
against flexural failure of the bridge deck, which is substantially less
than the above values, it can again be concluded that for all practical
purposes shear punching of the deck will not take place.
All the studies reported above had indicated that the possibility
of shear punching, even the possibility of the vertical shear stresses to
alter the form of failure assumed in the pa,rent research program previously
reported, is less than probable. These studies were confined to limited
geometries of the bridge deck, loading and concrete strength. The parametric
studies reported in Chapter 2 shed light on how the shear punch resistance




2. SHEAR PUNCHING SUSCEPTIBILITY OF BRIDGE DECKS
Determination of the shear punch susceptibility of the bridge
decks can be undertaken through the development of simple models that sim-
ulates the formation of the shear punch failure mechanism. The concrete
strength, slab thickness, and wheel load corresponding to this failure
can than be scrutinized to identify possible bridge and vehicle configura-
tions. If it can be determined that there is a fair possibility of the
development of shear punching for realistic wheel load and tire configura-
tions, then the research on the Overload Behavior of Beam-Slab Highway
Bridges with Prestressed Concrete I-Beams needs to be modified (Ref. 10).
The shear punch develops due to the presence of a patch load of
high intensity on the slab surface. The intensity of this load is equal
to the tire pressure while the size and the shape of the patch is' the same
as the tire print, i.e. contact area. The corresponding wheel load can
be computed by multiplying the tire print area by the tire pressure. Since
the shear punch resistance is proportional to the "shearing surface" of the
slab and the shearing surface is proportional to the perimeter of the tire
print, it can be stated that the shear punch resistance is proportional to
the tire print perimeter.
A critical ,parameter, probably the least known, is the shape and
size of the tire print. Limited studies have indicated that, as expected,
the tire ,print is related to the tire size as well as tire pressure (Ref.
12). It can be conservatively stated that if the print is co~sidered to
have a rectangular shape, then the print size for truck tires will be
greater than 5 in. by 7~ in. Furthermore, a detailed inspection of the
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reporting of overload vehicles has indica~ed that as the vehicular weight
increases the tires employed tend to be wide and low pressure tires (Ref.
17). In addition, in order to distribute the load more uniformly, overload
vehicles tend to have many wheels as compared to common design vehicles,
for example HS20-44. The overload vehicles with multiple dollies having
multiple axles can even have a total number of wheels in excess of 100.
Another important par~eter in the development and dete~ination
of the shear punch failure mechanism is the angle between the shearing
surface and the normal to the slab, indicated as 0 in Figure 1. This angle
has been for many years intuitively, and also conservatively, assumed to be
45 degrees (Ref. 11). Recent experimental and analytical investigations
have indicated that the angle is closer to 65 degrees. Inspection of Figure
1 indicates that as the angle increases the surface of the shear cone,
ignoring the top and bottom surfaces, will also increase. Since the
resistance to the shear punching is proportional to the ·resisting surface
area, the possibility of shear punching will be reduced. In the determination
of the load that induces the shear punching in the slab, the contribution
of the reinforcing bars was not included. This leads to highly conservative
results. Some researchers have developed relationships between angle ~ and
fl. For the sake of conservatism these relationships are not included in
c
the reported study.
2.1 Parametric Study No.1
In order to have a numerical comparison of the magnitude of
the wheel loads required for slabs of various thicknesses and various con-
crete strengths, an initial parametric study was undertaken.
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The parametric study employed 8 ,different concrete strengths for
the slab (f' = 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000, 5500 and 6000 psi). Slab
c
thickness was also varied from 6 to 8~ inches with ~ inch increments, re-
suiting in 6 different slab thicknesses. Since the tire print is a variable
that governs the failure mechanism, 6 different print sizes were considered:
5 in. by 5 in., 10 in. by 10 in., 20 in. by 20 in., 5 in. by 20 in., 5 in.
by 40 in. and 10 in. by 20 in. These prints cover a wide' range of contact
areas, 5 in. by 5 in. being almost unrealistically small and 5 in. by 40 in.
roughly approximating the overlapping influence of two tandem wheels.
In the parametric study two other parameters were varied, namely
the shape of the contact area and the angle of the shear cone. The cases
investigated were:
(1) Elliptic print, ~ = 0 degrees
(2) Rectangular print, ~ = 0 degrees
(3) Elliptic print, ~ = 45 degrees
(4) Rectangular print, !O = 45 degrees
(5) Elliptic print, ~ = 65 degrees, and
(6) Rectangular print, 0 = 65 degrees.
Inspection of the above cases indicates that when the shear cone has an
angle of 0 degrees, i.e. cylindrical punch, unrealistically conservative
results will be obtained. Furthermore when the print size is "square," e.g.
5 in. by 5 in. print, then the elliptical print deteriorates into a circular
print since the width and length of the ellipse are equal (Fig. 2).
Through simple algebraic and 'trigonometric relations the shear
surface area (Fig. 1) can be computed considering the shape and size of
the print, thickness of the slab and the angle of the shear cone (see the
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appendix). If this area is denoted as A , and if the shear stress capacity,
s·
v , is taken as v = 3.4 \1fT' (Ref. 15) then the load that can induce the
uc uc VL C
shear punching, i.e. ;*he·el load, call be estimated as P = A • v • Since
W S lie
the tire print, i.e. the contact area, is assumed for each case investigated,
the tire pressure can be obtained by dividing the wheel load by the cor-
responding contact area.
Tables 1 through 8 give the results of this parametric study.
Inspection of the tables leads to interesting conclusions. For example,
if it is assumed that a 7~ inch thick concrete deck with ft = 4000 psi
c
(Table 4) is subjected to a very severe loading condition of 5 in. by 5 in.
contact, and also if the values corresponding to cylindrical punch are not
considered, being extreme lower bound and unrealistic, then the following
results can be extracted:
Print Shape ~ Wheel Load Tire Pressure
(degrees) (kips) (psi)
elliptic 45 63 3226
elliptic 65 107 5440
rectangular 45 81 3226
rectangular 65 136 5440
Since contact areas are closer to super-ellipse, it is possible to average
the values obtained for ellipse and rectangle for given~. This averaging














The above values indicate the i~possibility of the shear punch.
It is necessary to have a wheel load of at least 72 kips, and more
realistically 121 kips, to induce the shear punching. These load levels
are much in excess of any practical limit. However, if one assumes that
by accident load levels of this magnitude are attained, this time because
of the dependency of the shear punch on contact area, it will be necessary
to have tire pressures of 3226 psi, or more realistically 5440 psi.
These are rather high as far as the pressurization· of the tires is con-
cerned. Thus detailed inspection of Tables 1 through 8 clearly indicates
that, even though all the reported values are the conservative values,
the shear punch of the bridge deck slab is not possible either due to
extremely high tire pressure and/or extremely high wheel load requirements.
2.2 Parametric Study No.2
As can be noted in Parametric Study No.1, the force required
to induce the shear punching in the deck slab is dependent on the geometry
of the tire print. To supplement Parametric Study No. 1 by using another
model, a new print geometry was chosen. The shape of the contact area is
shown in Figure 3.· This particular contact area geometry was proposed by
Johannes Moe of Portland Cement Association Laboratories in 1961 (Ref. 8).
In addition to analytical studies, experiments were also carried out to
determine the shear punching of the reinforced concrete slabs (Ref. 7).
Again by using the basic geometrical relations it is possible to determine
the shear surface to which the shear cone will be subjected (see the appendix).
Furthermore, the parametric study can, and did, include variables such as
concrete strength, slab thickness and the shear cone angle (~). The
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corresponding tire pressures and wheel lo~ds can be seen in Tables 9 through
16. In these tables the variable L indicates, as shown in Figure 3, the
length of the contact area. If the cylindrical punch, i.e. 0 = 0 degrees,
is considered as extreme lower bound values and not included in the assess-
ment, the remaining values still indicate that it requires a substantial
wheel load to induce the' shear punch. For example if it is assumed that the
slab is 7~ in. thick with concrete strength of f' = 4000 psi, and if the
c














As has been noted in Parametric Study No.1, the attainment of wheel loads
and tire pressures of this magnitude are impractical.
It should be further noted that this model, as in the first
parametric study, has not considered the contribution of the reinforcing
bars. Inspection of 'Tables 13 through 16 indicates that there are tire
pressures marked with an asterisk. These are the tire pressures that are
greater than 10,000 psi.
2.3 Parametric Study No.3
This parametric study employed the results of the research carried
out for shear strength in punching shear of the slabs by square columns (Ref.
8). Even though it has been previously stated that the failure mechanism
for the punching of the floor slab by the column .. is qui te different from
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punching of the bridge deck slab by the w~eel load, it has been shown that
the use of the findings of the above referred research can yield some llse-
ful results. The research has been carried out for square shaped columns,
in this case tire prints. The applicability of the findings has been
reported in Reference 7. It has been observed that the obtained punching
shear resistance of the decks is quite'conservative as compared to those
experimentally obtained (Ref. 7).
It had been proposed that if the size of the print is r by r, and
slab thickness is d, then the shear stress capacity is
and
Vue = (9.23 - 1.12 rid)~
Vue = (2.5 + 10 d/r)~
for rid ~
for rid> 3
By employing the above formulae for the shear strength and
considering various sized square tire prints for various strengths of
concrete and various slab thicknesses, Tables 17 through 24 have been
developed. In these tables, as in the previous tables, wheel loads and
the corresponding tire pressures have been tabulated for 0 = 0, 45 and 65
degrees. It should again be noted that 0 = 0° corresponds to an extreme
lower bound value, with no physical significance. In the establishment
of these tables if the tire pressure exceeded 10,000 psi, the value of
9,999 psi is printed. The use of these tables need not be illustrated
through a numerical example since their use is identical to that of the
previously described parametric studies. However, a study of the tables
clearly indicates that again shear punch failure of the bridge decks is
not possible due to the required extreme tire pressure and/or wheel loads.
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2.4 Parametric Study No.4
This parametric study was undertaken to relate the peak shear
stress and tensile stress that develop at the vicinity of the slab under
the wheel load to the peak concrete tensile stress or compressive stress
in the slab. This study provides the guidelines as to will the slab under-
go flexural cracking, or crushing, first or will it fail due to the shear
punching.
In order to obtain the required stress values the bridge slab
was modeled as plane strain strip, and discretized in depth and along the
spacing of the beam using finite element method (Ref. 4). A typical finite
element discretization used is shown in Figure 4. Throughout the investi-
gation 2 inch concrete cover over reinforcing bars were assumed for the top
of the slab, and 1 inch for the bottom. Beam spacings of 5, 7, 8 and 9 ft.
were used.
increments.
The' sl.ab thicknesses were varied from 6 to 9 inches wi th 1 inch
Concrete strengths considered were f' = 3500 psi and 4500 psi.
c
The slab reinforcement was provided in accordance with the current design
recommendations (Refs. 15 and 16). For each slab configuration three
different tire print widths were considered; 5, 10 and 15 inches. Further-
more the wheel load was placed in two possible locations, at the midspacing
of the bewms and near the flange of the beam. This has totaled (4 spacings)
x (4 slab thicknesses) x (2 concrete strengths) x (3 tire print widths) x
(2 wheel locations) = 192.- case studies. The case studies have resulted in
approximately 1,200,000 data points of significance as far as the investi-
gation is concerned. The tabulation of even remotely related values will
increase the volume of this report by many orders of magnitude. Therefore,
only the overall summary of the parametric study will be presented herein:
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(1) (shear punch possibility) / (co~crete crushing possibility)
ratio is about 11.
(2) (shear punch possibility) / (concrete cracking possibility)
ratio is about 19.5, or higher.
(3) no meaningful comparisons can be carried out relating the
shear punching to the yielding of reinforcing bars. The
reinforcing bar stresses are very low to consider any possi-
bility of yielding before substantial cracking of the deck
slab concrete.
In summary the result of this exhaustive parametric investigation
supports the previous parametric studies, i.e. the possibility of shear
punching of the bridge deck slabs is, as far as the wheel loads are
concerned, not probabLe. The safety factors obtained are also in agree-
ment with those reported by Batchelor (Ref. 2).
2.5 Interpretation of Peak Strains in Field Testing of Bridges
The strain build-up in the slab under the wheel load can be due
to a number of reasons. Their contribution to the overall phenomenon can
not be quantified without undertaking a detailed investigation. An incom-
plete listing of possible reasons is:
(1) Under the patch loading the slab undergoes a local bending.
The intensity of the bending moment gradient is quite sub-
stantial as compared to any moment gradient throughout the slab.
This behavior can be demonstrated both mathematically, employing
the theory of elasticity, and numerically, employing finite
element method.
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(2) Under or near the immediate vic~nity of the wheel load additional
membrane, i.e. in the plane of the slab, strains develop. These
strains are due to Poisson's ratio and the tire pressure. The
magnitude of these strains is somewhat less than that of the
local bending of the deck slab.
(3) If the instruments employed in the recording of the strains do
not have "filtering" devices, due to the innnediate build up and
decline of the strain recordings, the recorded value may look
somewhat greater than the actual strain in the instrumented
point. The likelihood of the attainment of high strains due to
this reason is rather dubious; nevertheless, without proper




The detailed survey of the literature and four parametric
studies have indicated that the bridge deck slabs resistance to failure
due to shearing punch is many orders higher than their resistance to flex-
ural failure. Studies have been conducted for single or overlapping
multiple wheel loadings. In order to develop shearing punch failure,
either the wheel load and/or the tire pressure need to be extremely high.
Loads of this magnitude can not be attained either through regular or
through overloaded vehicle configurations.
The investigation has also indicated that the assumptions made
in the research project Overloading Behavior of Beam-Slab Type Highway
Bridges are correct. The inclusion of the shear punching-like phenomenon
into the overall analysis scheme, which is based on the flexural behavior,




GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES OF "SHEAR CONES"
1. Rectangular Tire Print of 2A by 2B (See Fig. 1)
A = Contact Area = 4(A + B)
c
A = Shear Surface, H = slab thickness5
1.1 ¢ = 0°
A = 4 H (A + B)
s
1.2 f6 = 45°
A = 4 H (A + B + H)
s
1.3 ¢ = 65°
A = 4 H (A + B + 2.1445 H)
s
P = (Wheel Load) = v A
w ue s
P = (Tire Pressure) = P / At w c
2. Elliptical Tire Print of 2A by 2B (See Figs. 1 and 2)
A = 3.1416 A • B
c
2.1 ¢ = 0°
A = 3.1416 (A + B) C
s
where C = 1 + R2 / 4 + R4 / 64 + R6 / 256
and R = (A - B) / (A + B)
2.2 ~.= 45°
As = 1.5708 H «A + B) C + (A + B + 2H) C1)
where C is same as in Section 2.1,
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C1 = 1 + Ri / 4 + Ri / 64 + R~ / 256
R1 = (A - B) / (A + B + 2H)
2.3 ~ = 65°
As = 1.5708H «A + B) C + (A + B + 4.289H) CZ)
,where C is same as in Section 2.1
C2 = 1 + R~ / 4 + Ri / 64 + R~ / 256-
RZ = (A - B) / (A + B + 4.289H)
P
w
and Pt are computed as in Section 1. of the Appendix.
3. Circular-Rectangular Composite Tire Print of Length - L (See Figs. 1 and 3)
2A = 2.125 L
c
3.1 ~ = 0°
A = 0.5227 L H
s
3.2 ~ = 45°
A = (2.685L + 3.1416H) H
s
3.3 ¢ = 65°









WHEEL lOADS ( IN KIFS.) TC INDUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TIRE PRESSURES (IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN ~ARENT~ESIS
CONCRETE CY~INOER STRENG1'H= 2500 0SI.
TIRE PRINT
L/W(IN.l 6.0
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83C 265l q2( 293) 101( 321) 110( 351) 1Z0( 1811 129{ 412)
iOE( 2ESl 117( 293l 129( 321' 14{)( 1S1) 1S2( 3~1} 16S( 412l
lOS( ~'35) 11A( 375) 131( 41'71 14;( 460) lSg( 50S} 174( 552)
134( 335) 150( J75) 167( ~171 184( 460) 202( 505) 221{ S52~
44C 557} 47C 603' Si( 650) 5S( 6961 S~( 7~3l 62( 7'8~J
51( 510) SS( 5152) 5f3( Sc;Sl 54( 6331 E~( 6801 7~( 722)
62( 7<30) 6g( 878) 76( gE8) 83(1062' g1t116f3) 99(1261)
7S( 755) 64( 840) 93( 923) 102(1020) 112(11151 121(121~)
6·4 ( 1 0 e6 ) 9 4 ( t 2 0 2 ) 1 0 6 ( 1 3 ~ 51 117 ( 14 9 =') 1 3 IJ ( 16 5 3 ) t 43 (18 1 81
1 0 3 ( 1 0 35") 117 ( 1158) 1 3 1 ( 13 0 9 ) llt6 ( 14 -5 8 ) 1 6 1 ( 16 1 3 ) 178 (1 776J
83C 531) 90( 576) 97( 620l 104( 664l 111( 709) 118( '75":!'
<32( 459) gq( 497) 107( 5~-5) liSt S7-ft) 122( 612) 130 ( 650)
t01( 641) lile 7n4) 121( 7701. 131( ~37) 142( gOS) 153( q76)
11-6( 581) 128( 641) 141]< 702) 153( 765) 1EE( 830) 179( ag6J
122( 774) 135( 861}, 150( q~2} 164(1047) 180(1145) 1<36(12'471
144 ( 72,t) 161 ( 80S') 179 ( 8~3' 197 ( 9a4) 21E(107g, 235 (11 7 71
49( 315) 54( 341) S8( 3E7> 62{ 3<3·3') E6C 41C3} 70( 446J
61C 306) 66( 331) 71( '3571 76( 382) 82C 41)8) arC -433)
68( 435l 76C 482) 83( 531) qtt 582., 100( 634l 10!3( 688)
86 (1+28) gS ( 475) 105 ( 5241 115 ( 57t+) 12~( 626) 136 ( 67~)
90( =74) t01C 646) 11JC 721) 12G( ano) 13g( 8'32') 152C 968}
114( 568) 128( 639) 143( 714) 1S9( 793) 17:~ 875l t9Z( 960}
------------~-------------------~--------------~-----.-----------------NOTES= (1)ELLIPTIC CYLINDRICAL PUNCH, (21 RECTANGULAR CYLINORltAL· PUNCH
(3) ELLIPTIC CONE: WITH 45 OEGREE SLO,PE, (4) RECTANGULAR P~_ISM WITH 4S
O~GRSE SLOPE, (51 ELLIPTIC CONE WITH ES O€GREE SLOPE,
(6)REC7ANGULAR CONE WITH 65 DEGREE SLCPE
-22-
TABLE 2
WHEEL LOADS ( IN KIPS.) TC INDUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TIRE PRESSU~€S (IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
CONCRETE CYlIMOER STRENGTH= 3000 0SI.
TIRE PRINT
L/W (IN.) 5.0
SLAB THICKNESS (IN IN.'













19( q68) 20(1043) 22(1117) 2~(1192) 25C1266l
2~( 968) 26(1043) 2~(1117} 30(11Q2l 32(1266>
44(2227) 4QC2S03) 5S(2793} E1(J09ql 6'7(:3:419)
5E(2227) 63(2503) 70(2793' 77C'30g9) a5(~41q,
7'2. (3668l 82C4174l 93(4712) 104(5281) 116(58·831































3S( 447) 38( 484) 41( ~21) 44( SSg) 47{ Sg6) 50 ( 6331
45 ( 4471 Ita ( '+ 84 ) 5 2 ( 5 21 ) 56 ( 55 g) EO ( 5 9 6 ) 63 ( 6"3 ~)
S6( 715) 63C 799) 70( ea6) 77( 97~) 8t+(1073) 92(1171'
72( 715) 80( 7<39) a9( 886) 98{ q·78) 107(1Q731 117(1171)
~O(1022} 91(1.159) 102(1304' 114f14571 127(1618" 140(1'7~7'
102(1022) 116(1159) 1JO(130ft) 146(1457) 1E2(1618) 179(1787>
70( 2~3) 7l5( (42) 82C 2E1> ~8( 27<31 gt.( 29~l gq( 317'
~q( 223) 97( 2~2) 104( 2E1} 112( 27'3) 11g( Zg'S) 121( 3171
91 ( 2(1) 101 ( 3211 111 ( 352) 121 ( 384) 131 ( 41'11 14~ ( 451)
116( 291) 128C 3(1) 141( 352) 154( 384) 167( 417) 180 { 451l
115 ( 367' 129 ( 411) 143( l.tS6) 158 ( 504) 111.4 ( SSl+' 190 ( 60S')
147C 30'7) 1&4( lft1) 183( 4551 2t12( 504) 221( 553) 242( 0,05)
48( 610) 52( 661) 56( 712') 60 (763l 6lt( 814) 68 ( 86~}
56 (SSg) 01 (605) 65( E=2) 70 (e98) 7~ (745l 7q ( 791'
c8( 865) 7S( 961) 83(10E1) 91(11611) 100(1?71) 108(13~81)
83{ 827) 92( g201 102(101'71 112(1117 ) 122(1222) 133(1330)
92(11E8) 103(1~1'7) 116(1473) 129(163~) 1'42(1811) 155(lg9tl
113(1134) 12~(12BO) 143(1434> 160(159 7 " 177(176'7) 19S{194S')
91( 582) qq( 631) 107( 679' 114( 72~) 122( 7161 130( J32=}
lOi( 503) 1tJ<3( 545) 117( sa7' 126( 62<31 134( 670) 14~( 712J
1iO( 702) 121( nz) 132( 8~31 144( <3171 1SE{ gq2l 168{106g)
127( 637) 140( 702) 1~4( 769) 168< 8'38) 182( gOg} tgG( gS11
133( ~4'3) 148C <344) 164(1043} 180(11471 197(12SSl 21~(1366J
158( '790) 176( ,882') 19E( 918) 216(1078) 23E(11811 258(1289)
S4( 3451 S9C 3731 63( ~02) 68( 431' 72( tt;S) 77( 48S>
67( 335l 7~( 363} 78( 391) ~4( 419" 89( 4047) 95( 475')
7S( 4771 83( 528) 91C Se2) 100( 637) 10c;( 6951 118( '713q)
94{ 4-6q) 104( 521) 1iSt 5'7-4) 126( 62q) 137( 6~5) 14g{ 7~~}
Q9,( 62q) tiit 7071 124( 7~O) 138( 876) 1S2( 9661 167(11]61)
1 25 ( 523., 140 ( 7U 1 ) 15 6 ( 7 e21 17 t+ ( $3 6 8) 1 9 2 ( 9 C5 8l 21a (10 52)
---------------~-----~----------------------~--------~-----------------NOTES= (1)ELLIPTIC CYLINORICAl PUNCH, (2) RECTANGutA~ CYLINORICAl PUNCH
(3) ELLIPTIC CONE WITH 45 OEGREE SlOFE, (4l RECTANGULAR P~ISM WITH 45
O~GREE SLOPE, (5) ~LLIFT!C J;ONE ~ITl-f 6S OEG"REE stQ~E,
C61RECTANGULAR CONE WITH 65 OEGREE SLOPE
.. 23-
TA8LE 3
WHEEL LOADS ( IN K!PS.) TO INDUCE SHEAR PUNGH
TI~E PRESSURES {IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
CONCRETE CVLINDER STRE~G1H= 3500 ~SI.
TIRE PRINT
L/W ( IN. )
SLA8 THICKNESS (IN IN.)













21(10~6} 22(1126) 24(12U'7) 2S(12'87-' 27(13e~}
25(101+6128(1126) 30(1207) 32t128'7' 34(1368l
47(2,ft06) 53(2703) 59(30171 E6(3347) 73(36g3)
60(2406) 68(2703) 7S(3017) 8~(33471 92(3693)
7e('39S2) 8q(~~08) 100(5'08<31112(5704) 125(63541































38( 48~) 41( 5~3) ~4( 5E~) 47( cO~l =t( 64-4) 5416841-
4 8 ( 48 3) 5 2 (. 5~3) S6 ( 5E31 6 0 ( E 03 ) E ~ ( 5 4 4") 58 ( 6 8 ~ )
6t( 772) 68( 3631 7S( ~~7) 83(1056) S1(11~9) 9Q(12S;1
77( 772) -86( 853) ~6( C3S7l 106(11JS6) 116(1159) 127(12651
87(1104) 9R(1252.l 111(1l.t09) 124(1574) 137(1748) 152(1931>
110(1104> 12S(1252) 1~1(1~081 157<15741 17S(1748) 193(19""30)
7o( 2 tl1) 82( 261>- 88( 282) g;( 302) 101( 322) 107( 342'
<37 ( 2l+1) 10S( 261) 113( 2821 121( ~02) 12<;( 322' t37( 342")
gg( 314) 10g( 346) 119( 380) t-30( 4151 1~2( 4511 iS3( 487)
126( :314) 13gC '3461 1S2C 3~O) 166{ 415) 180( 45tl 19SC 487)
12SC 397) 139C 444) 1~5( 4S3) 171( 544) 1~~( ;~8) 20S( 654)
,lS9( 3<37) 177( 444) t97C 4~3) 218( 544) 23g( 598-' 261( 654)
5~( 659) 55( 714) 60( lE9l 55( 824) cg( ~7g) 7~( 9341
60( 603) 6S( 65-4) 70( 704) 7S( 754) aO( BfJS) 85( ass}
73( 935) 82(1Q"38) 90(1146) g9{12S7' 10~('1373) 117 (14921
8g{ 8<331 gq( 994) 110(10<:8) 121(1207) 132(1320) 144(1436)
99(1261) 112(1422) 125(1591) 139(1769' 154(19S6l 16q(2151J
122(1224) 138(1383') lSS(1~49) 172(1725) lS1(1ga9) 211)(21Q1'
gg( 629) 107( E81) lise 73~l 123( 786) 132( ~18} 14D( a91}
109( 5l+31 118( 588) 127{ 63!+) 136( 67g) 14~( 72·4l 154{ 769J
11 9 ( 7 sa) 1 3 1 ( 8 "3 3 ) 14 3 ( g1 1 ) 15 6 ( 9 gO) 1 E8 ,( 1 fJ 7 1 ) 1 8 1 ( 11 S Jot )
1 3 a( 6 8 ~ ) 152 ( -7? 8 ) 1b 6 ( 83 1) 1 ~ 1 ( g fJ 51 1 <; E( g -~ 2" 212 (1 0 6 0"
144< giG.) 160(101g) 177(11271 19S<1239') 213(13;5' 232<t47E)
1 71 ( ~ 5 It l 1 91 ( g 5 3 ,. 211 (1 0=6) 23:3 ( 11 6 4 ) 2 SS ( 127 5 ) 27 9 ( 1~g 3)
58( 372} 61( 't03) 68( ~341 73t 4651 7-~~ 496) 61( S~7}
72( 362) 7~( 3q2l Slt( l.t221 gil 453) 97( 483) 103{ 5131
81 ( 5 1 5 ) 9 a( 57 1 ) 9<3 ( 6 2 8 ) 1 0 ~ ( ; 8 ~1 11 ~ ( 75 a-, 1 28 ( J3 1 ~)
1 01 ( 5' a7) 112 ( S6 2 ) 124 ( E2 0 , 1"36 ( 6-7 q ) 1 q E ( 71.+ 0 ) 161 ( 8 01+ )
107( 6801 120 ( 764) 1~·4( 853} 149{ 9~61 1El.t(1t14l+} 180 (1145)
13S( E73) 151( 757) 169( 8451 1~8( 938) 207<t03S1 22?,(11.3E)
-------~----------------------------~----------------------------------NOTE-S= til ELLIPTIC CYLINORICAL FUNCH, (21 R£CTANGULAR CYLINDRICAL PU~>JCH
(31ELlIPTIC GONE: WITH t-S DEGREE SLO.FE, (4) RECTANGULAR PRIS~ WITH 45
oE.:GR~ E: S LOPE:, ( S ) ELL I FTIC CON E WIT H e~ 0 EGREE Slap E,
(6)REGTANGULA~ CONE WIlY 65 DEGREE SLC~E
-24-
TAELE '+
WHEEL LOACS ( IN KIPS.) TO INDUGE SHEAR FUNCH
TIRE ?RESSURC:S (IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
CONC~ETE CYLINDER STRENGtH: 4000 PSI.
TIRE PRINT
L/W(IN.) 6.0
SLA8 T,HICKNESS (IN IN.).
6.5 7.0 7.5 8. 0 13.5
------------------------------------------------------._-~-------------
3/ 5 (1)





1 0/ 1 n (i)





























,20(1032) 22t1118l 24(12n~) 2S(1290) 27(13761 29(14621
26(1032) 2~(t118) 30(1204l 32(12901 34t1376·' 37(1462)
4S(22'71} 50(2572) 57(28~Ol 6"3(3226) 7Q(3578) 78(3948)
57(22711 54(2572) 72(2~~O) 81(3226) 89(35781 9gC394-a,
72{3688) B:3(~236) 9S<4e20) 101(54401 120(6098) 13"3(6793'
92(368<31 10E(423S) 12"0(481<3' 136(S,440) 152(0097) 1'70 C67g21
41 (51S) 44 (559) 47 (E02l 51 ( 645) ·5!4 (688) 57 ( 711)
S2( 515) sse 559) 60( E02) 55'( 6451 EC;C 68·e', 71( -731)
65( 8261 72C 922' 80(1024) 8g(112~j ~7(1219) 105(13C;3)
~ 3 ( 82 51 9 2 ( 92 2 ) 1 0 2 ( 1 02 1+ ) 11 '~ ( 11 2 <3 ) 1 24 ( 1 23 C3 ) 1 35' { 13 5 3 )
93(1180) 105(13'38) 118(15,06) 132(16831 14it1869} 162(20641
118(1180) 134(1J38) 1=1(1:06) 168(15eZ) 187(1868) 20e(206~)
81C 2Sr3) 8-3( 280) 9S( 301) 101( (23) 10S( 344) 115( 356)
103C 2SBl 112( 280) 120( 301) 129( 3231 1~~( 341+) 146( 36E1
lOS ( 33-5) 11E ( "370l 128 ( 406) t3q ( 444l 151 ( 482) 164 ( 521)
1 3!+ ( 3351 14 8 ( 370) 16 3 ( 40 6 ) 1 77 ( 444) 1 '33 ( 4 ~ '21 2 0 ~ ( 521 ,
133( 42l+) 149C 474) lo6C 527) 183( 5821 20iC 639) 220( 6gg)
170( 424) 19Q( 474> 2i1( S27} 233( 582) 2S6< 6391 279( 6913)
S3 (70S) 60 (753) 65 (822) 69{ 881) 74 (919l 7-a ( 9981
65( 645) 70( 699) 7S( 753) 8l( 806) 8E( 860) 91( 914)
78( 999l 8-7(1110) 96(12251 106(1,L.4l 11S(1t+E7) 12S(1S9S'}
gS( 955) 105(1062) 117(1174) 1~g(1,2g0) 1~1(1411) 154(1535)
1 Q6 ( 1 34 8') 11 9 ( 1 S 2 0 ) 13 4 ( 17 0 1) 1 !+ 9 ( 1 8 9 1 ) 1 E4 ( 21) g 1 ) 1 ,31 ( 2 2 9 g,
131 (130g1 148 (1t+78) 166 (lc~6) 184 (1~44) 204 (2040) 225 (22ltEl
10E(.57'2) t14( 72~) 123( 784) 132( 840) 141( 8g61 150( gS2'
116( 5811 126( 629) 13S( E77) 14S{ 7261 1SE{ 774) l6S( 823)
1 2 7 ( a1 Q) 1 4 l} ( 3q 1) 15 3 ( 97 4 ) 16 6 ( 1 D5 8 l 1 8 a(11 4 51 1g t+ ( 1 2 3l.J )
147( 735> 162( 811) 178( Se8) 194( 9681 210(104g) 227f11311
154( 979) 171(10QO) 189(12051 20~(1325) 22~(1449} 248(1578)
1 8 3 ( 9 1 31 2 a4 ( t !J 1 9 ) 22 6 ( 11 2 9) 2 '+ 9 ( 1 24 41 2 7 ~ ( 13 6 l+ 1 2 9 B ( 1 4 ~ g1
6 3 ( 3 9 S ) 6 8 ( '+ 31 ) 73 ( 4 e£+) 78 ( '+ 97) e~ ( 53 1 ) a9 ( 55 4 ,
77( 387) 84 (419) gO (4;~) 97 ( 484} 103 ( 516.) 110 ( S4~'
86 ( S5 0' q 6 ( JS t 0 J toe ,( e-7 Z ) t 1 6 ( '7 3 6) 1 2 E( 8 0 2-, 137 ( -87 a )
1D-~( 542' 120( E01} 132{ EE2l 145( 72~) 1S~( 7911 172( ass}
114( 7261 128( 317) 143( 912") t59(1012) 17:(1116) 1'92(1225"
144( 7ig-) 16Z( 309) t8iC go) 200(100" 221(1106) "243(12151
NaTES: (1)ELLIFTIC CYLINDRICAL ~UNCH, (2) RECTANGULAR CY1INO~ICAl PUNCH
(.3) E LIPTI C CONE WITH 4S DEGREE SL OPE, (4) R=:CT ANGIJLA R PRIS M WI"TH t;.~
O~GR ... SLOPE, t5) EtlIFTIC CONE WITH ES DEGREE SLOPE,
(6)R CTANGULAR CONE WITH 65 DEGREE SLOPE
-25-
TABLE 5
ItlHEEL LO ADS ( IN KIPS.-) TC INrJUCE SHEAR FUNCH
TIRE PRESSURES (IN PSI. ) A-- GIV~N IN PAREN-rHESIS1":::'
CONCRETE CYLINOE~ STRENG1H-= 4500 PSI.
TIKE PRINT SLA3 .THICKNESS (IN r N. 1
L/W(IN.) 6. 0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5
5/ 5 ( 1) 21 (1 095J 23(1186) 25 (12"77) 27 {1368) 2g(1460) 30 "(1551)
5/ 5 (2) 27 (1095) 30 ( 1186) 32(1217") 3~( 1368) 3E (14601 39 (15~1)
5/ S (3) '+ 7 ( 240 g) 5 Lt ( 2728) 60(30E51 67{3421) 1f5 (37gS) 82 (418 ,8)
3/ 5 <4 ) 50 ( 2409) 68(2'7~8) 77(30E51 86("3421l «35(3795) 1 0S (41 F3 81
5/ S (5) 77(3912) 88 (44<32) 10 U(5112) 113 (5771) 127 t546 81 141 {7'20S}
51 5 (6) 98(3911) t12(~492) 128(5111) 1-44(576<3) 162(64E7} 180 (720£+)
11)/10 ( 1) 43( S'+ 7> 47C 393) SO( E~9) 5q ( 684) 57 ( 730) 61 ( 775)
10/1 D (2) 55 ( 547) 59 (' 591) E4C 639) 68( 684) 73( 730) 78 ( 775)
-1 fJ/1 0 ("3) 69( ~76} 77( 978) 85(10~6) g4t11971 103{1314~ 113(1435)
10/10 (4 ) 88 ( 875) 98 ( 973) 10g (10~6) 120{11971 131 (1311.+) 14"3 (143;")
10/ 10 (5) 9,~(12S2) 111 (1420) 12S(1Sg7) 1--40 (1785) lSE(19~2) t·72 (2189)
10/10 (6 ) 12 S ( 12521 142 ( 141 g) 160(1S<;7) 179(178h) 198(19~2) 219(218g}
20/2"0 ( 1) 8;;( 274) 93"( 2g71 10 0 ( 319) 107 ( 142" 115 ( 365' 122 ( 38'8l
-201 2a (2) 10g( 274) 11g ( 2971 128 ( ~1g) 137 ( 3' 42) 14EC 365) 155 ( 38 e>
20/20 (3) 112( 356) 123 ( 393) 135 ( 431) 148 ( 47O) 1El( 511} 17lT { 5531
2 OJ 20 ( l+) 142( 3S6) 157 ( 393) 172 ( l; ~ 1) 1~8 ( 1+ 70) 20 fI ( 511) 221 ( 55'3).
20/21) ( 5) 141< 4501 158( 503) 17 E ( 5159" 19ft { 6171 213 ( 0"7 B) 213 ( 7411
20/20 (6) 180( 45O) 211.1 ( 5031 224 ( S~g) 247 ( 617) 27iC 678) 296 ( 741)
3/20 (1) 59( 747) 64 ( ~1 0) 68C 872) 73 ( 934l 78 ( 996l 83(10SC31
3/20 ( 2) 68t 684l 74 ( 741) gO{ 7ga) 86 ( ass) 91( 912) <37 ( 9643j
5/20 (3) ~3(1060l ,92 (111"7) 10Z(12gg) 112(1425) 122(15=6) 133(1692)
3/20 ( 4) 1 01 ( 1013) 11~(1127) 125 (12~ 5) 137 (136 ,~, 150 (14g6) 16"3 (16281
5/20 (5) 112(1430) 127(1612) 1~2(1804) 158(2006) 17~(2217) 192 (24391
3/2 n (6) 13g(1388) 15'7 (1568) 176(17:7) 196 (1956) 21E (21E4) 2 3~ (2'3831
5/40 (1) 112( 713) 121 ( 772) 131 ( 8~21 140 ( 8C311 14S ( 9~ 1) 159(10101
:;/40 <2} 123C 516) 133( E67) 14 Lt ( (18) 154{ 77U1 1E4( 821) 174 { 872)
5/40 (3) 1~: { 861) ) 148 ( g!+5) 162(1033) 175 (1123) t91C121S) 205 (130<31
5/40 (4) 15E{ 7 ~ O) 17~ ( ~~O) 188 ( g42) ~O5(10261 22~(1113J 240<1202'
5/4rJ (S) 153(1038) 18~(1156) 2Q1(1273) 221(14051 2l.l1(1537) 26~ {1671'
3/40 (61 194 ( go8) 21E(1I)fiO) 2'+ 0 { 11 9 8} 254(13201 28<3 {1447j 316 (157<3)
10/20 (1 ) 66 ( 422' 72( 4571 77( 4<;2") 33( S2~ , 8 R ( 563) 94 ( 598)
11)/20 (2) 82( 411) age lt4Sl 96{ 479) 103( 511) 10g( 547) 116 ( 582J
10/20 (31 92( S~4) 102( 54?l 112 ( 7131 123 ( 781) 134 ( at;1) 145 { g23-'
101 2 f] ( 41 l1S< 5'75) 127 , 637) !f.t 0 ( 702) 1St;. ( 770) iEee 839') 18 ~ ( 911)
1OJ 20 (Sl 121C 771) 136 ( ~66) 152 ( ~E7) 15 g (11)73) 18E(1133) 204(12<39)
10/21) (6) 153( 763) 1-72 ( 858) 192 ( SS 8) 213 ( 1 n6 31 235(1171) 25 ~ (12 8 ~,
---~------------------------------~------------~------------~----------NOTES= (1)ELLIPTIC CYLINDRICAL PUNCH, (2) RECTANGULA~ CVLINO~ICAL PUNC~
(3)£LLIPTIC CONE WITH 45 O~G~EE SLOPE, (4) ~EC7ANGULAR pqrSH ~ITY 45
02:GR==: SLOP~, (5) ELLIPTIC CONE WITH c: DEGREE stOPE,
(5)RECiANGUlAR CONE WITH 65 DEGREE stCPE
-26-
TA8LE 6
WHEEL LOACS ( IN KIPS.l TO INDUCE SHE~R FUNCH
TIRE PR ESSUR ES ( IN ,p S I • ., ARE GI VEN IN PAR EN THE SIS
CONCRETE CYLINDER STRENGTH= 5000 PSI.
TIR.E PRINT
L/WCIN.) 6. a
SLA8 THICKNESS {IN IN.}
6.5 7.0 7.5 ~. a 8.5
------------------~----------~-----------------~-----------------------NOTES= (t)ELLIFTIC CYlINCRICAL FUNCH, (2l RECTANGULAR CYlINORIC~L PUNCH
(])ELL!PTIC caN~ WITH ~5 OEGR~~ SLOFE, (4) R~CTANGULA~ PRiSM WITH 45,
C~GR::E SLOPE, (5) E:LLIF1ICCONE WITH ES !J~GK~E SLOPE,





































2!(115~ 25(1250) 26(13~61 28(1442) 30(lS3Q) 32(16351
29(1154) 31(1250) 34(13461 3E(1442} 38(1539} 41C16JSl
50(2539) 56(2875) 63(3231) 71(3606) 7Q(4001) 87{44141
63(2S39) 72(2S'751 81(32"31) 90(3605) 100(4001) 110(441"')
81(4124) 93(4735) 10'6(538~1 119(60~1) ·13~(6818) 149t7SQ51
103(l.t123) 118(4735) 135(53~'7) 152(6082) 170(1;81'71 190(7593)
4S( 577) 4gC 625J 53( 6731 S7( 721) 60-( 769) 64( 817)
58C 5771 63( 625> 67( E'73) 72( 721) 71( 769) 82( 8171
'73 (92'3) 81 (1031) 90 (11·ft4> qg (1252) 1 Ot; (13851 119 (15121
92C 923) 10~(1031) 11ft.(11~4) 126(12E2) 13e<138S) 151(15121
104(1319) 119 (14CJ6) 132(1E84) 148{1381) lE4(2a~gl 181(230'7)
132(131'3) 150(1496) 168(16E3) 188(1881' 209(Z089)· 231(2307')
91 (28R) 98 ( 313) 106 ( 3371 113 ( 301) 121 ( "3851 128 ( 40g)
11S( 298) 125( 313J 13S{ 337-) '1c.4( '361) lS4( 3-~S) 163( 40-q)
118( 375) 130( ~14) 143( 4S4> 156( tt96) 1E9C 539) 18){ 552}
150(3'75) 166( 414) 18ZC 454> 198( 496) 21S( 519} 233( 582'
14gC 474) 167( 53-0) 18S{ 58g) 204( 651) 22S( 7t51 245( 7'81)
190( 47!+) 212( 530) 236( sag) 260( 651) 286( 7151 312( 7i~1)
62 ( 7 8 8) 5 7 ( 853 ) 7 2 ( g1 g) 77 ( 9 8 5 ) 8 2 (1 0Sal 8 ~ (111 6')
72( 721) 7R( 7~1) 84{ 841) 90( g02) ;;( 9621 102(1022)
88(1117.) 97(1241) 108(13Egl 11,~(150'3) 12S(15411 140(17~3"
1IJ7{10E71 119(1188) 131(1313) 144(1442) 158(15771 172(1717-)
118(1SQ8} 133(1700') 149(1g02) 166(2115) 184(2337) 202·(2571)
146(1464) 165(1652) 18S(18:2} 20€(2061) 22e{22~1} 251(2511)
11 8 ( 75 2) 1 2 ~ ( 8 1 t+ ) 13 '3 ( 8'77' 1 4 8 ( g 3 -g ) 1 57 ( 1 a0 '2' 1 6 7 ( 1 0 6 5 )
130( 64g) 141( 70"3) 151( 757) 1~2( 811' 17"3( ~65l t84( 920'}
142( 905) 156( 9g6l 171(10aQ, 186(1183) 201(12~O) 217 (138Q)
164 ( 822) 181 ( 906l 199 ( ~c;3l 216 (1a~2) 2"35 (1173) 253 (1267)
172(1095) 191(1218) 212(1247) 2"33(1481) 2S4(13~Q) 2'n(176l.t)
204(1020) 22~(1139) 2S2(12E2l 2'7·'3(1·391") 3~S(15.2S1 131(166LtJ
7'J( 4451 75( 482) 82( =19' 87( 556) g~{ 593> gg( 6301
81,( 4331 94C 469) 10iC S05) 10B( 541) 11S( 5771 123( 613)
97( 6151 10"7( 632) 118( 751.) 129( 1323) 1lt1( ~971 151( <37~'
121( 606) 13~( 672) 148( 740) 162( Rill 1771 8~5) 19~( 960)
12fl { 812) 141 ( 91 ~) .16 0 ( 1020) 1713 t 1131) 1 96 ( 1247) 215 ( 13091
1 6 1 ( 8 0 It ) 1 8 1 ( g 0 4 ) 2 0 2 (1 0 1 0) 22 4 ( 1121 ) 2 -1+ 7 ( 1 2]7 ) 27 2 ( 13-5 a,
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T A8L E 7
WHE~L LO ArS ( I~ KIPS.) TO' iNDUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TI REP ,<. E SSUR ES ( IN PSI.) AR€ GI V~N I N P AR EN THE SIS
CONCRETE CYLINO~R STRE~GTH= 5500 PSI.
TI~E PRINT
L/W{IN.) 6.0
SLA8 THICKNESS (IN IN.>

































1 !J/ 2 a (3)
10/20 (4)
10/20 (5)
1 0/ 20 .( 6)
24(1210) 26(1311) 2B(1412) 30<1513' ~2(16t4) 34(171=1
30(1210) 3~(1111) 35(1412) 38(1513) ~a(1614) 43(1715}
52(2663) :;9(3016) 67(33eg'} 74(3'782) 82(41qGl 91(46Zg,
6 7 ( 25 63) 7 ~ (~t] 1 6 ) 8 5 {"3 3 e9 ) 9 S ( 3'7 8 2' 1 0 ~ { !+ 1 9 6") 116 ( 4 6 2 g)
85(4325J 9g(4g67l 111(5651) 125(6380) 140(7151) 156(7C366)
10·gC4324} 124(4966) 141(SESO) 159(6378) 17S(7150) 199(7g6~1
1.+ 8 { 6 0 51 51 ( ,5 S 6) 5 5 ( 7 a6) Sq ( 7 5 6 ) EJ { 8 0 7 ) 67( 8 57 )
61( 60Sl 6·5 (SS6) l1e 706' 7o{ 756) 81{ 807) 86( ~57·)
75 ( q 6 ,3 ) 8 5 ( 1 f] a2 ) 9 4 ( 1 2 0 0 ) 1 0 I. ( t 3 2 £+ ) 114 ( 1 4 ~ 2 ) 1 25 ( 15·8 6 )
97( 968) 108(taS2) 120(12001 112(1324) 1~;114S2' 159(15~6)
10g(13~4) 12,'!(1569) 139(17E6) 15S(1973) 172(2191) 190(2'420)
138(t3~4) 157(1569) 177{17E6} t97(1q73) 219(2191) 242(2420)
g:; ( 3 03) 1 0"3 ( 32 3 ) 111 ( 35 3) 11 9 ( "37 3) 1 2 7 ( 4 f) 3) 1 35 ( 4 ~ 9 l
121( -303) 131( 328} 141C ~S"3l 151( 378) 161{ 403l i7l( 42~)
124( 3,<33) 136{ lf34> 1S0( 477' 16·3C 520) 177( 565) 19~( 611)
1 5"1 ( 3 9 3) 1 '] 4 ( 4 34 ) 19 1 ( 47 7 ) 2 0 3 ( S 2 01 2 2 E ( S 6 5 ) 2 41+ ( 6 11 )
1S6( 497) 17S( 556) 19t.;( 618) ~14( 682) 23S( 7501 257( 81~l)
1 9 g ( 4 9 7) 2 2 2 ( S5 6 ) 247 ( 6 1 8) 273 { 6 8 2) 3 0 Q( 7 l; g) 3 28 ( a1 9 )
65( 820) 70{ 3951 76( 9E41 ~1(1033) 87(1102) 92(1170)
75( 755) 82( 819) 88< SS3l 9S( g46) 101(1009} 107(10'7,21
92(1172) 102(1302) 113(1436) 12~(1S76) 135(1721) 147(18701
112(1120) 125(12,'+61 138(1377) 151(1S13) 1ESC16S4} 180{1800)
12'-+(15811 14tJC17,33) 157(19SS) 174(2218) 1~3(2'4S2) 212(269E)
153(1535) 171(17331 194(lgl.t21 216(2162) 23<;(2393) 263(2634)
121.;( '7881 13~( 854) 144C 920) 15S( gas} 16:(10=1) 1'75 (1117)
136( 681) 143( 738) 159( 7~4) 170( 851) 182{ 908) 19~( 9'54)
14gC gSO) 164(1045) 179(1142) 19S(12L.l1 211(13~3) 221(1447J
172( 362l t90( g51) ~08(1041) 227,(113S) 2t+E(1210) 266{132t31
1 8 0 ( 11 f; 8 ) 2 01 ( 12 7 8 ) 22 2 ( 1 41 3) 24 4 ( 15 5 31 2 € 7 ( 15 9 g) 2 g1 ( 1,9 SO,
214(1070) 239(11941 265(1"324) 292(14Sg) 320(1600) 349(17·46)
'73( 467) 79( 505) 86( 5~4) g2( 58~} gat 622' 104( o5il
g1< 454) 9R( 492) 106( S30> t1~{ 567) 121{ 5as~ 1Z9C 641}
101< 645) 112( 715) 124(788) 135C ~(3) 14ec Q40" 150(1021)
127( CS3S) 141C 7aS) 15S( 777) 170( 851') ieEC 928) 201(1007")
1 3 4 ( 85 2) 1 5 0 ( 9 5 8 ) 16 8 ( 1 0eg) 18 6 ( 11 .~ 6 ) 2 0 E ( 1 3 ~ 8 ) 22 5 .( 1 4 3 6 ")
169( 843) t90( 949) 212{10:9) 235<117E) 2SS(12g7l 285(1424)
--------------~----------------_.------.-------------------------------~~ OT~s= (1)::L LIPTI C CY LIN rR IC.~L FUN CH, t 2) RE CT ANGUlA ~ CY L! NO R! CA L PUNCH
(3) ELLIPTIC CONE WITH 45 DEGREE stOPE, (4) RECTANGULAR P~ISM WITH 45
O~GREE SLCPE, (51 ElLIFTIC CONE WITH E= DEGREE SLOPE,
(~RECTANGULAR CON~ WITH 65 DEG~EE SlCPE
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TA et E 8
WHEEL LOADS ( IN KIPS.) TO INDUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TIRE PRESSURES (!N PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN P~REN1HESrS
CONCR,ET:: CYLINOC:R S'TRENGTH= 5000 PSI.
TI=2 E PFI NT
L/W(IN.l 6.0
SL~3 THICKNESS (IN IN.'


































1 f) /20 (4)
10/20 (5)
10/20 (El
~5(12E4) 27(1169) 29(1475) 31(1580) 3~(16~6) 35(1·7911
32(121:,4) 3!j(136g) 37(14"7·5' 4rJ(1580) ~2(16~61 45(1791}
55 ( 2 7 .~1l 6 2 ( '315 a') 6 9 (3 5 4 (]) 7 8 (3 g SO, e~ (l~"3a2) 9 5 ( 4 8 3 5 )
70(2781) 7g(1150) 88(35401 99(395'01 110(4382) 121(48351
8 9 ( ~ 51 7) 1 0 2 ( 518 7) 11 6 ( 5 9 03l 131 ( E6 6 -3) 1 ~ 7 t 746 q) 163 (832 a)
11 3 ( 4 5 17} 1 3 0 ( S18 7 ) 14 8 (5 S 0 2' 1 C7 ( S 5 6 c) 1 e7 {7 4 5 9 ) 2 03 (8 31 81
50 (632) 54 (685) 58 (737) F;2 (7g01 co (843) 7'J ( l39S1
6 3 ( 6 32) 6 ~ ( 6 8 5) 7 It ( "7 :3 7) -7 <3 ( 7 9 a) 8 4 ( '" 4 3 , q 0 ( 8 9 ~ ')
7g(1011) 89(11301 98(12S4} 109(t3.83' 11«;(1517) 130(16S7)
101(1011) 11~(1130) 125(12~4) 138(1"383l lSZ{1S17) 166(1657)
114(14~5) 129(1639) 14S(18Lt4) 162C206t} It?O(2289} 199(2528)
14S(1445) 164(163gl 184(1844) 20-6(2061) 229(2l~8' 253(25271
9 9 ( 3 1 5) 1 0 ~ ( ~ 4- 2 ) 11 E ( '3 Eg1 1 24 ( 3 S5') 1 ~ 2 { 4 2 11 1 41 ( 4 4 8 "
126( 316) 137C 142) 147( 3E9) 158( 395) lEge 4211 179( 448)
129( 411) 143{ 454} 1S6( 4<;8) 171( 543) 18~{ SgO') 21JO( 633)
164( 411) l8iC 454") t99{ .498) 217( 54~) 23E( Sg01 2S3( 6381
163( 519) 18"3'( 531) 203C 645') 224( 713) 24E{ 783} 26q( 856)
20·3( 519) 232( S81l 2~8( 645) 28S( 71~} 313( -783) 34l( 8561
6g( 8631 73C q3S) 7~(1007' 85110791 90(1151) 9;(1222)
79C 7<30) 86CX3561 9Z{ 922) gq( 98,Q' 10-:(10531 112(111g1
<36(12241 107(1359) 118(1500) 12<3(1646) 1~1(t7g7) 153(19531
117(tlE9) 130(1301) 144(1L138) 158(15:~O) 11~(1728) 188(18~Ol
130 (1651) 146 (1362) 164(2083) 182 (2"316) 201 (2St51) 221 (281E)
150(1503) 1~1(1~10) 203(202'3} 22E(225~) 250(24Sg, 275(2751)
129( 823-' 140( ~92) 1S1C gEl1 152(10291 t"72(10Q8) 183(1166·)
142 t 7 t 1 ) 1 S '+ ( 77 Q) 1 6 6 ( 8 ~ 01 1 7 J3 ( ~ 8 g ) 1 g l) ( 9 '+ 8 , 2 0 1 (1 0 n7 )
156( g92) 171{1091) 187(11gZ) 204(12961 220(1402) 237(1511)
180( 901) 199( 993) 218(10~~' 237(1185) 2S7(12gSl 278(13-881
18~(119ql 210(11351 232(1476) 255(1522) 27g{17741 304(1932)
2 2 it ( 111 8 l 2 '+ g ( 12 4 '7 ) 277 ( 1 :3 e3 ) 3 0S ( 1 5 2 E.f ) 3 ~ li (1 6 7 1) 365 (1 8 '2 "3 ,
77( 487) 83( 528) e<3( seg) 95( 609) 102( GSO} 103( 690'
9S( 47l.t) 103( 514) 111( SS3J ltgC 593) 12E( 532) 134( 67~}
106< 674) 117( 7[;,7) 129( 823) 142( q01) 1.5Lt( Q"21 16'7(106E'J
133{ 66l+) 14]( 7'36) 162( 811) 17~C 88<;) 1~4( g69) 210(1052'
1 4lJ ( 8 gO) 1 5"7 ( 1 a0 0 ) 17 5 ( 1117} 1 9 :; ( 12"3 q) 2 1-5 ( 1 36 7 ) 2 36 ( 15 0 0)
17E( 881) 19~( 991) 221(1105) 246(1228) 271(1355) 297(14~7"
NOTES: (1'ELLIFTIC CYLINDRICAL FUNCH, (21 RECTANGULA~ CVLINDRICAL PUNCH
(3)ELLIPTIG CON~ WITH 45 OEG~E€ SLOPE, (4) ~EGTANGULA~ PRISM WITY 45
O.::GR~:: SLOPE, (5) ELLIFTIC CONE WITH ES OEGREE SlO~E,
(-5) RECTANGULAR CONE WITH 55 DEGREE S"LCPE
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TABLE 9
WHEEL LOADS (IN KIPS.) TO'INoue: SHEAR PUNCH
TIRE PR.ESSU~ES (IN PS I.) ARE GIVEN IN P"~~ENTHESIS
TIRE PRI"T GEOMETRY USED 8Y J.~OE-P.C.A.
GONCRET~ CYLINDER STRENGTH= 25 00 PSI.
TIRE PRI NT SLA8 THICKNESS (IN IN. ')
L (IN.) 6.0 6.C; 7.0 7.5 8.Q 8.5
S <1J 14(1048) t5(113~) 16(1222) 17(1310) 18(1397) 19 (1~84)
5 (2 ) 33(2519) :l7 (2862) 42(322S} 47(3609) 52(4013) 58(44371
5 (31 55(4203) 63(4838) 12(~S17) 82 (623g) gZ (7006) 102 (7 -916)
10 (1) 27 ( 524) 30 ( 56 ~) 32C E11) 34( 655) 3"7 ( 6gq) 39 ( 7'lt21
10 (2 ) 47( 892) 52C ggg) 58(11121 64(1230> 71(1352) "77 (14 t! 0)
10 (3) 69(1313) 78(14931 88 (1E8S) 99 ( 18 '37" 110(2101) 122 (2325)
15 ( 1) 41( 349) 45( 373) 48( l.t 07l 51( 4~7l 5S( 466} 58( 4QS)
is (2) 60( 513) olC 5'70 ) 74( E 30) 81 ( fi92) eg{ 756> q7 ( 82~)
15 ( 3") 82( 700' 93( 7901 t04( 8 ~5) 116 ( 9 ~4} 128'(10f3g) 141(1198)
20 (1) SSC 26Zl S9( 234) 64( 306) 68( 327l 73( ~49) 78( 371)
20 ( 2) 7'+( 3S,+} ~ 2 ( 392) 90( ~31) gg( 471) 107C 513-) 116 ( 5S6l
20 ( 3) 96 ( ly 59) i08C 5151 120 ( 574) 133( 636 ) 146 ( 7 00) 16Q( 757l
TA8LE 10
WHE~L LOADS (IN KIFS. ) TO INDUCE SHEAR PUt\CH
TIRE PRESSURES (IN PSI. ) ARE GIV~N ,IN PAR =~rTHESIS
TIRE P~INT GEOMETRY USED 8Y J.MOE-p.C.A.
CONC~ETE CYLINDER STRENGTH= 3000 PSI.
T!RE PRINT SLA3 THIC KNESS (IN IN. )
L (I N. , 6. 0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5
5 (1) 15(114'1) 16(1243} 18(1339) 19(1435) 20 {1 53'0) 21 (16261
5 (2 ) 36 (2759) 41 (313 S) 46 (3531) 52(1953) 57~4,396} 6t. <486 fJ)
5 ( 3) cO (460-4) 69(5-300) 79t6043} 89(6~3S1 100(7675) 112(~56"21
10 (1 ) 30 ( 574) 33( 5221 35( E70) 3 ~ ( 717) 40~ 7651 43 ( ~13)
10 (2) 51 ( 977) 57(109;) 64(121,3) 70 (1347) 77{1481} 85(1622'
10 ( 3) 7S(143R) ·~6 (1636) 96(1846) 108(2067l 12Q (2"301) 133 (2547)
is (1) ~5 ( 3'83-' 49( 414) 53( 446) 55( 4 7q) 60 ( 51 OJ 64 ( 542'
15 {2' 66 ( 562) 73( 625) 81( EgO} 8 9 ( 758) c;7 ( 828) 106 ( 9 ai)
15 (3) go( 7&7) 102( 86S> 114< gog) 127 ( 107 Ei') 140(1193) 154(1313}
20 ( 1) 60 ( 267) o5( 311) 70e 315} 75 { 359) ,~o ( 383) ~5 ( 407)
20 (2) ~ 1 ( 388) 90( 42g) gg( 472) 108 ( ~16) 117 f S62l 127 ( 6 ag)
20 ( 3) 10S( ~1J1) ii8( 564l 131( E29) 146( 6go) 1E a( 767l 175 ( 8 ~ 0)
----------------------------------------------------------------------Nor::s= (1) CYLINOR lCAl PUNCH, (2J "45 OEGR~E -CONE, (3) 65 OEGREEGO~lE
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TABLE 11
WHEEL LOADS (IN KIPS.) TC· INDUCE SHEAR PU~CH
TIRE P~ESSURES (IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
TI:<E PR!~T GEOf1E TRY USED 8Y J • Ma~ -p • C • A •
GONCRE'TE CYLINOEP S"TRENGTH= 3~OO PSI.
'TIKE P;:.I NT SLA8 THICKNESS ( IN IN. )
L (I N. ) 6. r) 6.5 7.0 7.5 8. 0 8.5
5 ( 1) 16(1240) 18(1'343) 1~(1446) 20 (1550) 22(16S3) 23(17561
S (2) 3g(2981) 44(1186) 50(3et61 56(4270) E2 (47 Lt·~) 69 (5250)
S ( 31 65 ( ~q73) 75 <312'.. , 85 (CS 27) 96 (73 83) 108(8290) 121 (9 2'~ SJ
10 (1) 32 ( 620 ) 3S( 672) 38( 723) 41( 775) 43C 827) 46( 878)
10 ( 2) 55(1055) G2(118~) 69(1315) 76(14S~) 8!+{1600l g2(!752l
10 ( 3) 81 ( 1 S53 ) 92 (t767) 104(1~g3) 11'7 (2233) 1~O{2486} 14F+ (2751'
15 ( 1) 4q ( 413) ~3( 448) 57 ( 4 82) G1( 517} 6S< 551) C59( S€S)
15 (2 ) 71( 607) 79( 675) 8B( 745) 96( 81«3) 10S ( 895) 115 ( 974)
is ( 3) 97( 828) 110( 93~) 123(10t+7l 1371116Sl 1;2{12B8} 167 (1 !+18)
20 (1) 65( 310) 70 ( 336) 76( ~62) 81 ( 38'7) 86 ( ~13) 92C 439)
20 (2) aBC 41'3) 97C 46-3 ) 10?C S 101 1i7C ~57) 127 ( 607l 137 ( 657)
20 (3) 114( 543) 127( 610> 142 ( E7g) 1S7 ( 752,) 173( ~ 28l 1 gO ( 907)
TABLE 12
WH=:E:l LOAOS ( IN KIPS.) TO INDUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TIRE PRESSURES (IN PSI. ) ARE GIVEN I~ P,~R::NTHESIS
TIRE PR.INT GEOMETRY USED 9Y J.tAOE-P.C.A.
GONC~ETE CYLINDER STRENGTH: 4000 PSI.
TIR~ PRI "T SLA8 THIC Kt\ES~ (IN IN. ,
L (I N. 1 6. 0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5
5 (1) 17(1325} 19C1l+3El 20(1:46'> 22(16=7) 23{17671 25(1878)
5 (2) 1+2 ( 3186) '-+ 7 (3620) 53(4079) 50(4564) 66<5076} '7,~ (S612l
S ( 3) 6g(~315' 8 0 (6 t t g) 91(o~'78) 103("7892) 116(8862) 129 {g8a7)
10 ( 1) 3S { 66~} 3 e ( 71 e> 40( 773) 43( 828) 46 ( 884) 49( 93 <?)
10 ( 2) 59(1128} 66(1254) 74(1Lt05) ~1(1555l ag (1711) ~a (1 ,~73'
10 (3) 87(1660) gg(188g) 111(2131) 125(2387) 139<26571 134 (2941)
15 (1., 52( 442) 56( 479' 61 ( :15) eSC ::52) 69{ S89) 74( 62E)
15 (2) 75 ( 6 4-g 1 ~ 5 ( 721) 94 ( 7q7) 103 ( 875) 113( 957) 122(1041)
15 (3) 104 ( 885) 118( 999) 132(111g) 146 (1245) lE2(1J77} 1'78 (15161
. , 20 ( ,1) 69( :331) 7S( 1SQ) 81( 387) 87( 41"-) 92( 4·42) 98( l+E g)
20 (2) 94 ( 448) 104( l+ 951 t1f.t{ 545) 125( 5g61 136 ( 6 ~gl 1~ 7 ( 703)
20 ( 3) 121 ( 581) 136( 652) 152( 726) 168 ( 804) 18S( 8815) 203( 970>
NOTES: (1)CYLINDRICAl PUNCH~ (2)45 DEGREE CONE, (3) 6~ DEGREE CONE
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TABLE 13
t~I1E:::L LOAI:S (!N K! PS. , TO ·I~~DUCE SHEAR PU~C~
TI~E PRESSUR':S (IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
TIRE PRIl\T GEOM£TPY USEe 8't' J.MO::-P.G.A.
CONCRETE CYLINDER STRENGTH= 450'0 PSI.
TIRS PRINT SLAB THICKNESS (IN IN. )
L CIN.) 6.0 6.S 7. a 7.5 8.0 8.S
=> ( 1) 1R (1406) 20(1523) 21( 1Elf'l} 23 (175·7) 24(1'874) 26 <1<392'
5 (2) 44(3380) 5' 0 (38"3 f31 57(4327") ~3(4841) 70 (53831 78CSQS3)
5 (3) 74CS63g) 85(6491) 91(7~Ol) 10 9 ( 837 t) 123(93<39) 137("'49.)
10 (1 ) 37( 70,3 ) 40( 761) 43( e20, l;6( 87g, bq( g37l 52( 9gEl
10 ( 2) 61(11961 70 (1341·) 78(1492) S35C165fJ) ~5(le14l 104(19~6~
10 ( 31 92(1761) 10S(200~) 118(2260) 132(2532) 147{2818l 163 (3120.
is (1) S5( 469) 60 ( 50 Rl 6l+ ( Sit7) ~ 9 ( ~ 86) 73( 625') 78( 664)
15 ( 2) ,~1 ( 6881 gO( 765) 9<;( elt5l 109( g2 S3) 119(1015) 1~O(110~l
15 ( 3l 11D ( g39 ) 125(1060) 140(1187) 155(1321) 1'72(llt611 189(16DS)
20 ( 1) 73( 351) ,~o ( 381) aE< 410) 92( u "!ql QBC 469} 10 b ( ~~8)
20 ( 2) 99 ( 475J 110 ( 526) 121C 578) 1~2 ( 632) 144 ( 6 ~ ~, 156{ 74S}
20 ( 3) 129 ( 616 ) 14S( 691) 151C 7'70 ) 178( 853) lS5( 93gl 215(1029)
TAELE 1~
HHE:L LOAOS ( IN KIFS.) TO INotJC£ SHEdP PUNCH
TIRE PRESSURES (IN PSI. ) ARE GIV~N IN PARENTHESIS
TIRE p~ I~ T GEO~ETR.Y USED BY J.MOE-p.C.A.
CONCRETE CYLINDER STFCENGTH= 5000 PSI.
TIC.E PRI NT SLAg THIC KNES~ (IN IN. )
L (IN. ) o.fJ 6.5 7.0 7.5 ~. a ~.5
c (1 ) 19 (ll.~2) ~1(160S) 23(1729) 24(185~) 26(1976) 27 (2 {) g?l..,
5 ( 2) 47 ( 3S-S2l 53(40~7) 60(4561) 67 (510 3) 7~(5675) !13 2 (6 27SJ
5 ( 31 7-~ ( S944) 8<3 (S842) 102(7802) 11S(~'3S24) 129(9g08' 1lt/;+C·O:.}
to (1) 39 ( 741) 42( ,~O 3) 4S( 864) 48( 9 2f;) C;2( qt~8 } 55(10~O)
10 (2 ) 66 ( 1261 ) 74(1413) 82(1572) 91(1 7 3q) 100(1':;13l 1ag(,20gL)
10 ( 31 97 ( 1856) 110(2112) 125{2383) 140(2669) 1l3S(2g71l 1'7 2 (3? ~ e)
1~ ( 1) ~ 8 ( 494) 63C 53t:=) 68( ='76 ) 7'3 ( 617) 77 ( 659' 82{ 700'
i5 (21 i3S ( 725) 9SC 806) iDS( e91) 115 ( q7q) 125( 1070l 1 ~7 ( 11 E4}
15 ( 3} 116 ( gQO) 131(1117) 147(1251) 16i;(1392l 181(15Z,Ol 199{169S)
20 r 1) 77 ( ~70) 34( 401) 9O( ~ 321 97 ( 463) 103 ( 494) 11 0 ( 52:; l
20 ( ~) t05( 500) 116 ( 5SL.) 127 ( 60g) 139( 6S6) 152( 725} 164 ( 7R61
20 ( 3) 135( 649) 152( 72 t;l 171J( 812 ) 188 ( egg) 207{ gg 0) 227 (11J)3 LJ }
----------------------------------------------------------------------~OTES= (1)CYLI~ORICAL P'JNCH, (2)45 OEGRE:: CONE, ()) 65 DE(";R=:E: CONE
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TA SLE 15
41( 7n> -ft4( 842) 47C C;1l71 51( 971) S4(1036) 58(1101)
69(1323) 77(14082) 86C16l+9) 95(1824) 105(2006) 115(21<36)
102{1947) 116C221Sl 131(249q)" 146C279g) 163~111E~ 180(344C3}
WHEEL LOACS (IN KIPS.) TO.INDUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TIRE PR ESSU~~S (IN PSI.) ARE' GI VcN IN P ARENTHE SIS
TIRE PRI~T GEOMETRY USEe 3Y J.MOE-P.C.A.
CONCRETE CYLINDER STRENGTH= 550U PSI.
22(1684) 24(1813) 2S(1943J 27(2072) 29(22021
55(4245) 6'3(47831 70CS352l 78(S9S2l 86(6581)
9-4("7176) 107(8183) 121(g2SSl 13G(·~9.) 152(·S~.)
8.58.0
















G1C 5181 66('561) 71( 604) 76( 648) 81C 691) ~6(73l.t)
8 9 (]61 ) 9 9 ( 84 6 ) 11 0 ( 9 34 ) 1 2 1 ( 1 0 26 ) 1 32 ( 11 2 21 14 4 ( 1 2 21 )




81 (33<3) ~6( 421) 9S( 453' 1tl2( 4861 108 ( 518) 11S( 550)
110( 525) 121( 581) 134( 639) 146( 699) 159< 761) 172( 82-4)
142( 681) tEO( 764) 178< 851) 1<37 { <343) 217(1038) 238(1137l
TA8L E 16
WHEEL LOAQS (IN KIPS.) TC INDUCE SHEAR PUf\CH
TIRE PRESSURES ( IN PS I.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENT~ESIS
TIRE PRINTGEO~ETRY USED 8V J.MO~-p.C.A.
CONCRETE CYLINOER STRENGTH: 600n PSI.
TIKE PRI NT SLAB THICKNESS tIN IN. ,
l (I ~. ) 6.0 6.5 7. 0 7.5 a.o 8.5
5 (1) Zi( 1E23) 23C17sg) 2SC1Sg4) 2.7 (2fJc9) 28 (2164) ~1] (2"311 01
5 ( 2) 51 ("3g0 2l r; 8 (443·3) 65(4~g5) 1'3(55130) ~1(6216l gO (687£.)
=
( 3) ·85(6511) 96(7495) 112(8546) 126(9666) 142("'85.' 158<"11.)
10 ( 1) 42( Fl1Z) 46( 879) 4<;( c; 4 71 53(1015l ~-7 {1 08 2l 60 (11S0l
10 ( 2) 72(1381.) 81(1548) gO (1722) 100(1905) 110 (209;) 120 <2Z93)
10 (3) 106(2034) 121(2313) 136<ZEI0) 153{2(324) 170(1254) 188{3602l
15 (1) 64( 541) E9( 586) 7ft( 6-3t) 80 ( 6761 8S~ 7~1l 90( 767)
15 ( 21 93( 794) 104 ( 683l 11S( ~76) 126(1072) 138(1172) 150(1275)
1S t31 128(1084) 1'+,4 ( 12 2 4 ) 161 (1370) 179 (1525) 1<38(16871 218(18S61
20 (1) 85( 406) 9Z( 440) qq{ 473l 106 ( 5071 113 ( 541") 120( 5'75)
20 ( 2) 115 { 548} 127 ( 507) 140( Eo?) 153( 730 ) lEol 794) 1~U( ~61}
20 (3) 149 ( 7il) lE7 ( 79 ~) 186( 889.) 21J 6 ( gas) 227 (1n8 it) 248 (118 e)
-------------------------------------~--------------------------------NOT~S= (1) CYLINORICAL PUNCH, (2) t~S OEt;REE CONE, (3) 6~ DEGREE CONE
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T A8L E 17
WHEel LOADS ( IN KIPS.) TO· INDUCE SHEAR. PUNCH
TI~E PRESSURES ( I~ PSI,) ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
USING FO'Rt-'U,lA e.g ,OF ··FCA 8ULLETIN 1347
CONCRETE CYLINDER STRENGTH: 2500 PSI.
TIRE FRINT
R/R (I,N. ) 5.0
SLA8 THICKNESS ( IN IN.l










SOC19Q1) ~Lt<'2176') SC3(2"3Ef) 64'(25451 68C2730l 73,{291~)
110<4-381) 125(5004) 142(56E5l 159(63621 177(7097) 197(78681
178(7114) 206(e24iJ) 236(9!tl+5) 268(99g9) 302(9999) 338(9g9~1
68{ 884) <3"1 ( 976) 107(10E8J 116(1160' 125(1253) 1.35(13"5')
141(1414) 1S1 (1610) 1B2(18161 203(2031) 22E(225S) 24q (2488)
202(2020) 234(2336> 267(2671) 303(3027) 340(3402) 380(3796)
850(2150) ~6S(2152) 169( 422) 18-7( 4681 20E( S1~49 224( 561)
1118(27C3S1 114e(2~65' 228( 570' 25~ ( 644) 28~( 720) 320 ( 79<3")
1413(3533l1468(3669) 2g6( 739) 338( 845) 382( 9S6l 42t3(10711
TABLE 18
WHE~L LOAOS ( IN KIPS.> TO INDUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TIRe PRESSURES ( IN PSI.) A~E GIVEN IN PA~ENTHESIS
USING FORMULA 8.9 OF ~CA 9ULlETIN 047
CONCRET~ CYLINDER STRENGTH: 3000 PSI.
TIRE PRINT
~/R(IN.) 6.0
SLA9 THICKNESS ( IN IN.)
6.5 7.0 7.5 8. 0 8.5
~-----------------~---------------~-------~----------------------------
NOTES= (i)CYLINORICAL PUNCH, (2)45 DEGREE CONE, (3)65 DEGREE CONE










55(21811 60(2383) 6S(2Se6) 70(2788} 7S(2990) 80t31921
120(47g9) 1.37 (54.'J21 155(6206) 174CEg70} 1<34 (777!t) 215 (86t<3')
19:(7793l 22St9027) 2~9(99gq) 294(qg99) 331(9<3991 371 (13999)
97( 968) 107(1059) 117(1170) 1.21(1271) 1~7(13721 147~1'4731
1SSC154Q) 176(1764) t9g(1geg) 222C222S) 22+7(2470) 27"3(2726)
221(22111 2-56(2559) 293(2926) 332(3315) 373(37~6) 416(41591
942(2355) 948 (2·369) 18S( 462) 20S( 513) 22S( 5;3) 246C 614)
12·25(3062) 12;6(3139) 250{ 624)" 282( 70S} 31E( 789) 350 ( 8751
1 5 4 8 ( 3 8 '7 0) 1 E 0 8 ( 4 0 '2 0 ) 32 4 ( 8 0 9 ) 37 0 ( g ~5) 4 1 S ( 1 () !+7 ) 4 6 9 ( 111 4 1
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WHE~L lOArs t IN KIPS.) TC INnUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TIRE PRESSURES ( IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
USING FOR~UlA 8.9 CF FCA BULLETIN 047
CONCREiE CYLINDER STRENGTH: 3S00 PSI.
TIRE PRINT
RIR (IN.) 6. 0
SLAB THICKNESS ( IN IN.)







2 0/ 20 (1)
20/20 (2)
20/20 (3)
59(2356) 6~(25741 70(27g3l 75(1011) 81(32301 86(3448)
130(5183) 148(5921) 168(6701) 188(7528) 210(83g·7> 233(931tll
210 ( 8 418) 2 4·4 ( q 75 a) 27 9 ( g 9 9 g) 31 7 ( q 9g g1 3 5 8 ( 9 9 9 g) 400 (g g q 9 )
105(1045l 115(1155) 126(12E4) 137(13711 1~8(1482) 15'3(1=-92)
167(1671) 191(1905l 215(2149) 240(24031 2E7(26E8) 294(29441
239(2190) 27E{2764l 316(31El) 358(3581) 402(4025' 449(44q21
101€i(2544) 1023(2559) 200( t.gg) 22'2 ( ;;4) 243( 609" 265< 661)
1 3 2 3 ( 33 0 7) 1 35 6 ("3 3 gO) 27 0 ( 6 i it ) 3 0S ( 7 fJ 2·' 3 l+ 1 ( 8 5 2) 3"78 ( 9 tt s)
1672C4180l1737(4342) ~SO( 874) 400( 9q9l 4SZ(1131} 507(12681
TABLE 20
WHEEL LOACS ,( I~~ KIPS.) TO INOUCE SHEAR PUNtjH
TIRE PRESSU~ES ( IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENtHESIS
USING FORMULA e.g OF FCA 3UlLETIN 041
CONCRETE CYLINDER STRENGTH: 4000 PSI.
TI~E PQ,INT
R/R (IN.) 5. a
SLA8 THICKNESS ( IN IN.)










63(25191 6Q(21S21 75(2~e6) 80(321g) 86(3451) 9Z(368E)
139(5541) 158(633-0> 179(7166) 201(8048) 224(8977} 249(9q53)
225( aqgq) 261 (gggg) 299 (qc;ggt 33g(gqqg) 3e2 (ggqg) 42~ (gqqg)
112(111B) 123(123:4l 135(13~1) 147(1468) 15~(1S85) 170(1701)
17g(1788) 204(2fJ37) 230(22<;7) 257(256«31 2e13(2852) 315(3148)
256(2555) 29~(2g?5) 338'(33i9) 383(3828) 4JOf43fJ3') 480(4802)
10-e8(2721Jll094(2735l 214{ 534) 2'r!( 592) 260( 6S1) 284( 7-09)
1414(:~535) 1450(3624) 288( 721) 32S< 814) 3E!4~ 911) 404(11J10)
178~(4469) 1857(4641) 37!t( g3S1 427(1068l l+83(120QJ 5'42(13551
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
NO·TES= (1)CYL.INDRICAl PUNCH, (2)45 DEGREE CONE, (116S DEGREE CONE
ALL PRI NTS ARE SQUARE
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T A8L E 21
WHESl LOADS ( IN KIPS.) TO INDUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TIRE P~ESSU~ES ( IN PSI.) A~E GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
USIN G FOR~UlA 8.9 - OF FCA BUl LETI N 047
CONCRET~ CYLINOER STRENGTH: 4500 PSI.
TIRE FRI NT
R/R (I N. 1 6. 0
SLAB THICKNESS ( IN IN.)








2 nl 20 (2)
20/ 20 (3)
67(2671) 73(2'3,19) 79(3167) ~S(3414) 92(~6621 98(3910)
147(5877) 16J3C6714l tg{)(7600) 213(8536) 238(<3522"' 264(99gg1
23<3 (9545) 276 (<:999) 317 (g~gg) 3613 (9<399) 406(99g9) 454(~9B9)
119(11851 131C130Q) 143(14331 156(15S7} 168(16811 180(1805)
190(1897) 216(2160} 244(2436) 272(27251 30'3(30251 "334(3'3'3<3)
271(2710) 313(3134) 3S8(3S84l 406(4061) 4SE(4564) -509(50<33)
115~(2885' 1161(2901) 227( S66) 2S1( 628) 27E< 690) 301( 752)
1S00(3750) 1538(3844) 306( ·7E5l 346( 864) 38EC 966) 42g(1072)
1896(4740' 1969 (!t'323) 397( g91) 453(1133) 513(1282) 57'5(1'437)
TA8LE22
WH£El LOACS ( IN KIFS.t TC INDUCE SHEAR ~UNC~
TIRE P~ESSURES ( IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN paRENTHESIS
USI~G FOR~UlA 8.9 OF FCA 9ULLETI~ 047
CONCRETE CYLINDER STRENGTH= 5000 PSI.
TIRE PRINT
R/R(IN.) 6.0
SLAB THICKNESS ( IN IN.)










70(2816) 77(30771 83(33381 QO(3SQQl 97(38EO~ 103(4121)
15S(6195l 177(70771 200(8011) 225(89g-~) 251(99qg) 27~(9ggg,
252(9999) 2C31Cgggg) 334(9c;~g) 379C9gQg) 42~(99gg) 479(g9<3t3)
125(1250' 138(1330) 151(1511) 164(1641) 177{17721 190(1902'
200(1<399) 228C22nl 257(2~E8) 287(287'2) 31S(31g9) 352(351Q,
286(2857) ~30(3303) 378(3778) 428(4280) 481(4811) 537(5'36'3)
12·15(3041) 1223(3058) 239( 59?} 26S( 56?) 2C31( 7271 317( 7q3}
1581(3953) 1621(4SJ32) 322< 806> 364( 911) 401(1018·} 45~(1130}
1998(1+996)207E(S189) 418(1045) 478(11<3;) S~1(1351) 606(1515)
----------------------------~------~-----~----------------------~------
NOTES= (l)CYLINDRICAL PUNCH, (2)45 DEGREE CONE, (3)65 DEGREE CONE
ALL PRINTS ARE SQUARE
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WHEEL LOArS ( IN ~I?S.) TO INDUCE SHEAR PUNCH
TIRE PRESSUqES ( IN PSI.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
USING FOR~ULA 8.9 OF FCA 8ULLETIN 047
CONCRETE CYLINDER STRENGTH: 5500 PSI.
TI~E PR,I~lT
R/~(IN.} 6. 0
SLA8 THICKNESS ( IN IN.l










'74(295"3) 81(3227l 88(3501) 94(3775') 101(404<3) 108(43221
162(&4g8) 18&(7423) 210(6itOZ) 236<<3437) 263(99q9l 2q2(9qqgl
264(g99q) ~06(99gg) 3S0(9C399) 398(9g~t3) 4~8(99q<3' S02(g9gg)
1 31 ( 1 3 11) 14 5 ( 144 7 ) 1S 8 (1 S e4) 17 2 ( 17 2 1 ) 1 8E (1 8S 8 ) 20 0 (1 99 5 )
210(20971 239(2388l 269(2693) 101(3012) 33ft (3345l 369(3691'
300(~qq11 :!4E(346S) ~g6(3g62} 4l;g(4,489) 50S(S04S1 563(5631)
127E(3189) 128,3(~'2tJ8) 250( 626) 2'78( 6915) 30S( 763) 333( 831'
1658{ 4140) 1700 (4250) 338 ( 845) 382 ( 9S51 Lt27(1068l 474 (1185')
2096( 5240) 21-77 (5442) lt38 (11Jg6) S01 (1253) 567t1417) E36 (158~')
T A 8L E 24
WHEEL LOAOS ( IN KI~S.) TO INOUCE SH£AR PUNCH
TIRE PRC:SSU~ES ( IN PS'I.) ARE GIVEN IN PARENTHESIS
USING FOR~ULA 8.9 OF FCA 3UlLETIN 047
caNC~ETE CYlI~OER STRENGTH= SOOO PSI.
TIRE PRINT
R/RCIN.) 6. a
SLA8 T~ICKN€SS ( IN IN.)
6.5 7.0 7.5 8. 0 8.5
--~-----------------~--------------------------------------------------
NO·TES= (l)CYLINORICAL PUNCH, (2)45 D£G~~E CONe, (3165 O.EGREE CONE










77(3085) 84("3371) 91(3657} 99(3943) 10E(422'3} 11'3(4S1S'}
170 (6786) 194 (7753) 219(87'16)2f+6(q~S1' 27~~qqqql 305 (gqgg)
27EC99g9l ~19(~q99) 360(999g) 4t6(g99g) 4EB(9g99) 524<99991
137(1369) 151(1512) 165(16=5) 180(1798l 1f3l4{1g41l 2'O8(208~)
219(21901 249(24<3Sl 281(2~13) ~15(~146) 349(34<331 386(~855')
313 ( 313 0) ,~6 2 ( 3 619 ) 414 (I.t 13 8) "69 (4 6 8 -g ) S 27 (5 2'7 0 ) ~ 8 ~ (S 6 8 1)
1332C3'331l1340(3350l 262( 654) 290( 725) 31~( 7«3·7) 347{ 8681
1712(4330) 1776 (l.t43g) 353( e8'3) ,gg( Qq'7' 446(1116) 495(1237·1















Fig. 1 Shear Cone Model
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